What is that waterfall? What time do the gates close?

Walking about: Most of the pedestrian walks on the grounds are 10-foot wide former city streets, rough enough to accommodate heavy traffic, and wide enough for an odd comic, party carts, and zoo trams.

Fashion show: Four times a day (1, 4, 6, 8:15 p.m.), girls will promenade across broad sloping lawns set in a pool inside the French Pavillion near the Space Needle. This is no water filled pool. It will contain diluted perfume. The fragrance is supposed to be sweet, but with a strong scent of flowers. The fashion shows will be stylized and presented by the City of Seattle.

Crowds: Fair officials estimate average daily attendance at 3,500,000; peak days close to 100,000, total attendance possibly as high as 12,000,000.

Looking at the World's Fair: In comparison, look at it. But the World's Fair is almost seven times as big, and Seattle is located in the most populous port of Europe, hence to both Paris and London.

Days of the week: Weekdays are hot for the fashion industry, particularly in summer. Summer is the best time for beach vacationing.

Waterfall: If you investigate a real hot, at the Space Needle, you'll come to 10-foot high water cascades descending a hydraulic power generator.

Life in Century 21: Fair visitors have a look at some startling ideas for family living. If the next generation has its way with them, television telephone, television telephone, television telephone, television telephone, television telephone, television telephone.

Hours: The fair will open at 10 A.M. (from April 21, opening day). All exhibits will close at 10 P.M. (except the Waterfront World's Fair) and 200 guests can be accommodated.

Horticultural area: A magnificent exhibit of plants and flowers is displayed in the Botanical Garden near the Space Needle. The garden is open daily from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Admission is free.

What is the fashion show? Where can I change the baby?

Herrich's mural: An enormous abstract design in ceramic and glass tile, commissioned for the fair, will be permanent. It is the work of the new Seattle Center Art Commission. The mural is on the grounds after the fair is over.

Water as sculpture: Midway along the Boardwalks of the World, you will see a fountain designed by two young Japanese architects who won the commission in a world-wide design competition. Above a 100-foot circular base, water will be played in changing and controlled patterns with interplay of colored lights.

Matsus plans use Matsukawa machine to manufacture about 3,000 pieces a day in their new factory in Seattle. The factory will be located on the East Side of the city, near the Space Needle. The plant will be opened this spring. The machine is of the Matsukawa type, which is used in the manufacture of this kind of machine in Japan.